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A great deal of business enterprise fulfillment proves that we are getting into for 
an ages that takes effective strategic performance as core competencies, the whose 
business enterprise can effectively carry on a strategy performance, who won prophet. 
As a result, the strategy manages the strategic performance link's existence toward 
business enterprise development in the system to have important meaning. 
Writer inauguration of the correspondence network profession belonged to by 
business enterprise is Chinese new century of newly arisen with support lord industry, 
carry out aspect to face a huge challenge in the strategy, correspond by letter external 
industry environment of network profession sharply worsen, add of our country 
correspondence network profession oneself of risk control consciousness isn't strong, 
correspond by letter network service profession be biggest experiencing a test. And 
frequently company combine have no lack of strategic establishment and description, 
want for of is exactly strategically from up go to next of deliver and carry out. Cause 
the management resultant force of business enterprise not enough from here, keep on 
the latent trend beginning that the competitive advantage descends to see clues, have to 
make company high class management the layer start paying attention to a strategic 
performance. At under the big background like this, writer selection work of this typical 
model of the correspondence network service business enterprise, list problem Luo 
whom the business enterprise carry out to meet in the process in the strategy, and 
analyzed the reason of problem formation, finally put forth effort to aim at the problem 
that the case companies carry out to meet in the process in the strategy to put forward 
to account the solution of dividing the card angle of view according to the balance: The 
first, start from the key figures manage the teams participate in and the strategic 
communication for predominating; The second, establishes some index signs 
development the group begin establishment balance to account to divide card system, 
realization from the strategy is to section results, personal conversion of results; The 
third, establishes panel predominance strategy performance circulating process is with 
frequently the company keep competitive advantage and promise the company strategy 
can carry out to provide the improvement counterplan that can provide to draw lessons 
from, and objective of estimate strategy performance the latent challenge faced by 













enterprise should support the being in conjunction with of dint of each activity, each 
section of strategic performance with all strength to become the feedback of strategy 
performance emollient guarantee within process, strategic implementation 
circumstance and result to ensure strategy performance will become the key challenge 
that strategy falls to the ground at the correct orbit last and persistent strategic 
performance driving force. 
Go to this, this research asked for help of the actual circumstance of the case 
business enterprise in the substantial evidence research to application with the strategic 
map and the balance account to divide card for basal of the concrete counterplan of 
strategic performance system with ensure a business enterprise of strategy fall to the 
ground, further argument with the strategic map and the balance account to divide card 
for basal of strategic performance system can help business enterprise of the strategy 
fall to the ground, is also a strategic performance of emollient guarantee this conclusion. 
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